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News
TÜV SÜD Appoints Technical Director to Lead Digital & BIM Services
Q 005

TÜV SÜD
TÜV SÜD UK has appointed Dave
Peacock as Technical Director of its
Building Advisory Service.
Peacock has worked in the UK
construction and property sector for 24
years, with a focus on BIM & digital
services for the last 13 years. He joins TÜV
SÜD from Royal HaskoningDHV, an
international engineering consultancy,
where he was BIM & Digital lead for
Europe. Starting his career in 1997,
Peacock subsequently led the 3D modelling
and BIM processes for the 2012 London
Olympic Broadcast Centre project. He has
also previously led successful corporate
accreditation to BIM Level 2 – Tier 1.
Peacock is a member of the UK BIM
Alliance’s ISO 19650 Guidance Review
Committee, which supports individuals and
organisations to understand the standard’s
principles and follow best practice. He is
also Chair of the East Midlands UK BIM

Alliance and Vice Chair of its Midlands
group. In 2017, Peacock achieved BRE
certification as an Informed Professional,
enabling him to lead BIM Level 2 projects.
Paul McDevitt, Managing Director of
TÜV SÜD UK’s Building Advisory
Service, said: “Over the last three decades
Dave has built a very extensive knowledge
of digital services and he is a committed
champion of the benefits BIM brings to the
UK construction sector. His high level of
expertise will further strengthen our
advanced data management and analytics
capabilities, which help building owners,
managers and occupiers in the UK to
reduce risk by improving safety, quality and
sustainability.”
Dave Peacock said: “The TÜV SÜD
Building Advisory Service team have
ambitious plans to grow the business and I
am really excited to be a key part of that
drive. BIM has revolutionised the

construction industry and I look forward to
working with our customers to help them
realise its benefits over the whole life cycle
of their building assets.”

Innovative technology for face-to-face meetings
Safe Air UK

Q 006

The return of office workers presents a
new challenge to businesses seeking to
protect their staff and visitors from the risks
posed by SARS-CoV-2, its variants, and
other microbiological hazards. “It’s not as
simple as turning up the ventilation, or
installing new ventilation,” claims indoor
air quality expert Keith Esdon. “Viruses are
spread by infected, possibly asymptomatic,
people, so it will be necessary to remove
infectious particles from expired air when
people meet, and that is why we developed
Meeting-Air™, a low-cost but highspecification air filtration device that sits in
the middle of a meeting room table,
drawing air from meeting participants and
removing potentially hazardous particles.”
Coronaviruses, and other airborne
pathogens, spread when people either
inhale infectious particles or touch infected
surfaces and then touch their face. Contact
transmission can be reduced by frequent
hand washing and by treating surfaces with
wipes or fogging with disinfectant.
Airborne transmission can be reduced by
ventilation, but even if these measures are
in place, an infected person can quickly
contaminate the air in a meeting room.
Following the Covid pandemic it is likely
that office staff with cold or flu-like
symptoms will stay away from work, so the
main risk will be from asymptomatic
people. Instead of coughing larger particles,
it is likely that these infectious individuals
will unknowingly exhale small viral
aerosols. Studies of cough aerosols have
shown striking similarities in aerosol size
distributions, with a predominance of
pathogens in small particles (<5 μm),
which settle less readily and are easily
inhaled.
Meeting-Air has a 360-degree inlet at the
base which draws air through 2.8m2 of
medical grade (H14) pleated HEPA filter
which removes all particles over 0.3μm.
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There are three speed settings – the two
lower speeds are designed to minimise
disturbance during a meeting, and a third
‘boost’ speed (up to 250m3/hour) is
available for removing excess aerosols
before or after a meeting.

transmission, unless technology such as
Meeting-Air™ is deployed.
For more information, visit
www.safe-airuk.com.

Summarising, Keith
says: “The Covid
pandemic has highlighted
the need for
microbiological risks to
be included in Health &
Safety policies, and
whilst new disinfection
procedures, including
hand washing,
decontamination routines,
ventilation and social
distancing will all play
important roles; meeting
rooms and offices
represent an ideal
opportunity for disease

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
GEZE wins NHS contract
GEZE UK

Q 009

GEZE UK has been successful in securing a five year
contract in conjunction with NHS UK Property
Services.
The collaboration between NHS UK Property
Services and GEZE UK is believed to be one of the
largest contracts of its kind. Providing a service to
more than 1,000 sites and 5,000 assets, GEZE UK is
the industry choice to deliver a first class service to the
NHS.
The majority of sites provide regional healthcare and
fall into one of the following categories:
• Health centres and GP surgeries
• Hospitals and hospital-related properties
• Offices
GEZE Service has recently launched a recruitment
drive to provide the necessary support for a contract of
this magnitude and is recruiting for Key Account
Managers, Account Administrators and Service
Technicians for automatic and industrial doors.
Said service director Adam Presdee, “GEZE Service
is delighted to be given the opportunity to work on such a
prestigious project, we are confident that this contract will provide
job security and opportunity for years to come. An exciting
relationship ahead, GEZE is looking forward to working with the
NHS in maintaining and improving the publics’ experiences and
prolonging the life cycles of its assets”

The total NHS Property Services portfolio consists of more than
3,000 sites – worth over 3 billion pounds.
To find out more about GEZE Service email info.uk@geze.com
or to find out about GEZE UK’s comprehensive range of automatic
and manual door closers visit www.geze.co.uk

Mul-T-Lock launches Local Manager for CLIQ® platform
Mul-T-Lock

Q 012

Lock and security specialist Mul-T-Lock
has launched CLIQ® Local Manager – the
ideal locally installed access control system
for medium to large businesses.
The new CLIQ® Local Manager software
has been designed for the day-to-day
management of eCLIQ® master key
systems. With it, system managers can
perform a variety of tasks based on the
specific needs of their environment,
managing access rights of user keys locally
via desktop programming devices.
Mul-T-Lock’s CLIQ® Local Manager is
simple to set up, even if you’re completely
new to CLIQ®. Automated COM port
selection makes getting started quick and
easy, plus the software has been developed to
be extremely intuitive and user friendly,
reducing the need for lengthy training
sessions and in turn, decreasing

investment costs.
Local Manager has also been
developed to offer a more secure
solution due to state-of-the-art
futureproof design, which allows
system managers to allocate access
authorisations and collect audit
trails. This makes the software ideal
for securing premises that house
maximum security or sensitive data,
such as prisons, hospitals and
government establishments.
Able to handle up to 5,000 keys
and 5,000 cylinders, Local Manager
also supports GDPR compliant
software used to meet user demands
for data privacy.
The software can be used with any
common Windows computer and is
ideal for those wanting an access
control
system in remote
locations such as
national parks and
farmland, as there
is no need for
network coverage
at points of
installation.
Working on a
modular system,
Mul-T-Lock’s
eCLIQ® access
control locks are
quick and easy to
install in place of
mechanical
cylinders and
padlocks.

Retrofittable to doors, cabinets and gates, and
requiring no cabling, the system offers a low
cost and low maintenance solution for all
types of applications.
CLIQ® Local Manager allows for easy
migration from old manager software and
lets you choose the level of service you need,
so you always get help and software updates
when you need them. Plus, the software
allows you to set reminders, so you never
forget an important task.
To learn more about Mul-T-Lock’s new
CLIQ® Local Manager software or to
become an approved Mul-T-Lock distributor,
please call 01902 364200, email
internalsales@mul-t-lock.co.uk or visit
www.mul-t-lock.co.uk.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Marston Properties Complete a Clever, Inward-Looking Courtyard
Residential Development in Clapham, SW11, London
MarstonProperties

Q 021

Marston Properties are delighted to have completed and let all 9
flats in its latest housing development in Crosland Place, Clapham.
The development has taken 5 years to complete from the
purchasing of the site to handing over the keys to the new
occupiers.
Caroline Marston, Chairman of Marston Properties says...
“Standing in the green, peaceful and incredibly calming courtyard
of the new building at Crosland Place in Clapham it is difficult to
recall some of the huge obstacles we have had to overcome. It has
taken us 5 years of non-stop effort and resource to get to the stage
of handing over these new rental homes to their new occupants, but
it has definitely been worth the long journey to create these welldesigned and built homes.”
The site, which used to house a former light industrial building
accessed via a narrow mews, was purchased from the Besom
Foundation by Marston Properties in March 2016. Pre-application
advice was sought from Wandsworth planners and neighbourhood
consultations took place before a planning application was
submitted in late 2017 which despite planning officer support was
refused. Planning permission was granted in July 2018, for a
scheme which was largely unchanged from the first application.
Designed by London based firm Sergison Bates Architects the
clever 'inward looking' scheme addressed all the privacy fears of
the adjoining owners and gives light, space and character to each
new home.
The main contractor, Uprise Ltd was appointed in the summer of
2019. Work commenced in October 2019, continued throughout the
pandemic restrictions, and was finished in April 2021.
The new build courtyard scheme has nine apartments six of
which have two bedrooms and two bathrooms and their own
internal courtyards and terraces. The one bedroom flat has a
sleeping space large enough for a super king size bed and looks on
to its own private courtyard, whilst the three bedroom flat has an
inner courtyard and first floor terrace. All the apartments have
plenty of storage, large fitted wardrobes, separate cycle storage and
nestle around a green and shady communal courtyard.
The keys were handed to the letting agent in the middle of May
2021 and within 5 days all apartments had lets agreed. The first
occupants moved in a week later and by the end of June all the
flats will be occupied.

Previously there were no trees on the site but Marston Properties
have planted three 4m tall trees and three 2m multi-stem trees in
the courtyard, 1 mature tree in the mews plus a tree has already
been planted in the nursery playground to replace the one they
asked to be removed.
Attention is now focused just up the road on a ‘placemaking’
project where Marston Properties invited neighbours of the
buildings to tell them what they wanted from the development. The
site is adjacent to the Marston owned Plough Brewery, Wandsworth
Road, SW11 and the two schemes which will be completed this
year and next will include eleven flats to rent, studios, a café and a
pub.
Marston Properties has been building and developing in South
West London for over 125 years and will retain the Crosland Place
building in its residential portfolio.

Trevian implements Spektri Business Park's new energy recycling system – the upgrades enable
a significant reduction in CO2 levels
Trevian

Q 022

A massive and innovative project to
implement an energy recycling system at
the Spektri Business Park in Espoo, Finland
has been completed. Spektri is managed by
Trevian Asset Management. Trevian began
the project to significantly reduce the
carbon footprint of the Business Park in the
summer of 2020 and completed it in the
spring of 2021 in line with the initial
schedule. Spektri has switched to the use of
geo-energy for heating and cooling and
simultaneously transitioned to electricity
generated by wind power: The combined
effect of these measures can be expected to
reduce the business park's carbon footprint
by approximately 1,700 tonnes already
during 2021.
Spektri is owned by the CCP 5 ‘long-life’
core-plus fund, advised by pan-European
real estate investment manager Tristan
Capital Partners.
The large-scale project implemented at
Spektri combined a technical renovation of
the buildings with extensive energy
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efficiency measures. The project has now
been completed on the first three buildings
- Pilotti, Duo, and Trio. The same measures
will now be extended to the fourth
building, Kvartti. The project for the final
building, Kvintti, is in the planning stage.
The project design included a
comprehensive energy recycling and heat
pump system as an energy efficiency
measure. For example, the waste heat from
the data centre is redirected to the area's
geo-energy field or the property's heating
network. Geo-energy provides 80% of the
heating and 90% of the cooling for the
buildings. To maximize the effects, all the
technical renovations have been designed
to meet the objectives of the National
Energy Efficiency Agreements. The indoor
conditions at Spektri have been improved
by utilizing automation. As an example,
ventilation no longer runs on time
programs but the basis of indoor air
condition measurements.
The savings from energy efficiency

measures will, in the long run, cover all
property renovation costs. Spektri is
currently undergoing BREEAM
certification.
– The project successfully piloted both
energy efficiency and a new type of
procurement model. The schedule and core
plan have been maintained despite the usual
challenges associated with this type of
renovation. Above all, this is thanks to an
efficient design process. For Spektri, this is
a major step towards a significant reduction
in CO2 levels, says Vesa Klemettilä,
Trevian's technical director.
– For Tristan, maximizing energy
efficiency is a crucial goal, including at
sites in Finland. Spektri has been a highpriority project executed with technically
innovative solutions. The pilot project,
coordinated by Trevian, has been a good
model from the owner's perspective,
demonstrating a combination of local
cooperation as well as energy and costefficiency, says Victoria Yakubenko

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News

New coating gives FMs silver lining for a
safer hybrid future
SafeGroup

Q 024

Facilities managers are being offered a new
super-tough antimicrobial coating to help
improve hygiene standards in the postpandemic workplace while controlling key
cleaning costs.
Touchpoint Shield uses proven silver ion
technology to destroy pathogens. Scientific
studies show it is highly-effective against
bacteria and viruses, including SARS-CoV-2
which causes COVID-19.
Field trials have confirmed these excellent
results and have shown Touchpoint Shield is
significantly more effective at controlling the
growth of microorganisms than standard
cleaning, at a fraction of the cost.
The coating, created by soft FM service
specialist SafeGroup, gives facilities
managers and employers vital support and
advantages as the UK moves out of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Chris Macdonald, SafeGroup's Strategic
Business Director, says: "Our facilities
management customers are impressed with
the benefits Touchpoint Shield delivers in
terms of hygiene standards, wellbeing and
cost control.

build-up of potentially harmful pathogens.
Items it can applied to include door
handles, door push plates, stair handrails,
desks, chairs, equipment controls, vehicle
door handles, toilet lids and sink taps.
Touchpoint Shield will also help provide
the enhanced hygiene standards expected by
employees and customers in post-pandemic
workplaces, futureproofing new hybrid
working systems against further shocks.
Chris Macdonald explained: "New hybrid
workspaces being envisaged now are likely
to be much more collaborative and dynamic,
with more intensive and flexible use of
smaller spaces, certainly involving more
hotdesking.
"In such environments, having in place
highly-effective, yet unobtrusive and costeffective, hygiene measures that allow these
spaces to work as required, will be vital. This
is where Touchpoint Shield delivers a
significant advantage."
Unlike other products, based on the fitting
of anti-microbial covers or plastic films,
Touchpoint Shield does not alter the aesthetic
look of interior spaces, seen by many
property managers as a key advantage.

"The reopening of workplaces, at a time
when there is continued concern about
potentially more risky SARS-CoV-2 variants
and when employee and customer
expectations about hygiene standards have
been raised, has huge implications for
hygiene budgets.

Touchpoint Shield is an advanced ‘liquid
glass' ceramic coating. It is impregnated with
silver ions which destroy microorganisms,
including bacteria, viruses, fungi, and mould,
rendering them harmless to humans.

"Touchpoint Shield is a solution to this
challenge. We have been able to demonstrate
to very large office-based employers through
field trials that the coating allows them to
reduce touchpoint cleaning costs by 80%
while actually improving hygiene standards."

When applied to a surface it forms a
powerful co-valent bond that can only be
broken with the application of a specialist
gel. This is why SafeGroup can state with
confidence it will remain in place for at least
three years.

The near-invisible coating, half the
thickness of a human hair, is designed to
protect frequent touchpoints against the

Independent laboratory test results show
Touchpoint Shield reduces SARS-CoV-2 on
non-porous surfaces by 99.6% and on sofa

textile by 99.99%. It reduces E coli and
Staph bacteria on non-porous surfaces by
99.95% and 99.94% respectively.
SafeGroup has also carried out liveenvironment trials that consistently confirm
these results and show Touchpoint Shield
significantly outperforms standard high
frequency touchpoint cleaning.
Chris Macdonald says: "Our trials have
shown that colonies of potentially harmful
bacteria multiply rapidly just minutes after a
touchpoint has been cleaned. With
Touchpoint Shield in place, regrowth is
stopped in its tracks.
"This proves that intensive touchpoint
cleaning, for example once an hour, may be
well meant, but is likely to be largely
ineffective."

10-Point guide to specifying humidifiers
Condair

Q 025

Humidity control specialist, Condair, has
released an easy-to-follow 10-point guide
to specifying humidifiers, aimed at HVAC
consultants. The document presents an
overview of the most important elements in
designing a humidification project. It
covers topics such as AHU vs in-room
strategy, psychrometrics, product sizing,
technology selection, installation and
hygiene management.
Dave Marshall-George, Sales Director at
Condair, commented, “We are delighted to
publish this accessible guide to
humidification for specifiers and
consultants. It comprehensively walks a
designer through, from the initial
psychrometric calculations, to
considerations around commissioning and
maintenance. It includes some very useful

rules of thumb and will prompt a
consultant to review important aspects of
a project they may not have otherwise
considered.”
The free document can be downloaded
from Condair’s website at
www.condair.co.uk/guide
Dave continues, “The illustrated guide
covers humidification of both air handling
units and direct room humidity control,
comparing all types of humidifier
technology. The comprehensive advice it
presents is unbiased and has been
developed from experience across
thousands of projects by Condair’s expert
sales and service teams.”
The Condair Group is the world’s leading
specialist in humidification and evaporative

cooling, with energy efficient, hygienic and
innovative technologies for commercial,
industrial and heritage applications.
Condair is represented in the UK by
Condair plc, which offers system design,
manufacture, supply, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and spares.
You can find out more by visiting the
company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
LEDVANCE launches new Vivares light management system
Ledvance

Q 027

VIVARES opens installations up to new
possibilities for modern light management
in offices with flexible, simple and
comfortable solutions
LEDVANCE launches a new future-proof
IoT light management system, making it
easier than ever to produce the right
lighting conditions for defined
requirements. VIVARES offers superb
simplicity with compatibility to two
technologies: a wireless option via
VIVARES Zigbee and a wired version
using DALI-2 technology. The flexible
system is particularly suited for office
solutions, especially where rewiring and
structural changes are not possible, as is
often the case if a building is listed or does
not have suspended ceilings.
Commenting on the range, Nelo Neves,
Sales Director at LEDVANCE UK, said,
“Lighting today has to do so much more
than simply switch on and off. VIVARES
enables new possibilities for our customers
with sustainable, dynamic human centric
lighting, and customisation. Major benefits
for lighting professionals include simple
and user-friendly installation, operation and
maintenance of VIVARES. The system is
ideal for retrofitting into existing buildings
and flexible office space solutions.”
Based on the leading ZigBee 3.0 standard,
VIVARES adapts lighting to the most
diverse requirements in the simplest
possible way. Integrating daylight and
motion sensors further increases the energy
savings that can be achieved, and cloudbased monitoring with VIVARES CLOUD
SERVICES ensures even greater reliability
and security by generating maintenance and
energy consumption reports. In addition,
separation of lighting communication from
Wi-Fi networks ensures maximum security.
There are no control cables for unrestricted
luminaire placement and the wireless
system is scalable for major projects.
At the heart of LEDVANCE VIVARES
DALI is the OSRAM DALI PRO 2 IoT
control unit. The system connects DALI-2
components – for example sensors,

pushbutton couplers and the LEDVANCE
VIVARES DALI-2 luminaires. As an open
standard, the system is compatible with a
wide range of DALI-2-ready luminaires
and components. A total of up to 128
luminaires and 126 input devices can be
individually addressed via two channels.
Installation, configuration and
commissioning are particularly simple and
user-friendly thanks to the browser-based
graphical user interface. Predefined
templates and drag and drop enable timesaving and intuitive commissioning.
Convenient remote maintenance via
VIVARES CLOUD SERVICES

savings to be maximised.
More details on the VIVARES light
management system can be viewed at
www.ledvance.com/vivares.
LEDVANCE lighting solutions come in
environmentally friendly cardboard
packaging with all relevant product
information immediately visible on the
outside of the box.
Further information can be found at
www.ledvance.co.uk.

Another advantage of the VIVARES
system is the optional cloud services.
VIVARES CLOUD SERVICES for
VIVARES Zigbee and VIVARES DALI
offers convenient remote diagnosis of the
system. With an intuitive dashboard the
energy consumption, operating hours of the
drivers and other relevant lighting data can
be monitored. The various filter functions
give users the option of analysing the data
according to their needs, allowing potential

Bronto S56XR aerial platform for Kraanverhuur Boekestijn
Kraanverhuur Boekestijn

Q 027

Kraanverhuur Boekestijn, based in
Maasland, Netherlands, have bought their
first truck mounted platform, a Bronto
S56XR. Kraanverhuur Boekestijn is a crane
rental company that operates a large fleet of
different cranes, transport equipment and
smaller boom- and scissor lifts. The unit is
expected to be delivered after the summer
and the delivery will be made through
Bronto Skylift’s local distributor, Kenbri.
The S56XR is a versatile choice and has a
large working envelope. Boekestijn’s new
aerial platform is mounted on a Scania
P360 6×2*4 chassis and features a total
weight of 26,000 kg, a working height of
56 metres, an extendable working cage
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with a maximum cage load of 600 kg
and a maximum outreach of 37 metres.
The working cage can be extended up
to 3,7 metres wide to allow more space
for men and material and has 220degree rotation on both sides to
increase the operational flexibility. The
unit is equipped with power outlets in
the cage, a radio remote control for
boom movements, as well as a
hydraulic cage winch with a 400kg
lifting capacity.
The new aerial platform is a perfect
addition to Boekestijn’s extensive rental
range and allows them to work at, for
example, transmission towers and in

industrial applications, such as inspections
and maintenance. They introduce this new,
larger aerial platform to meet the demands
and needs of their customers.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Atelier Capital Partners expands credit team as lending pace picks up
Q 030

Atelier Capital Partners
The specialist property lender Atelier Capital Partners has
unveiled an expansion of its credit team as it ramps up lending and
closes in on its target to deliver more than £300m of development
and bridge finance to Britain’s housebuilders within the next year.

Manager Paul Hayward, who joins Atelier from the private bank
Hampden & Co, where as Banking Director he built and
maintained close relationships with a number of HNW clients.

The eight-strong credit team sits at the heart of Atelier’s
operations, assessing the suitability of prospective borrowers,
structuring and underwriting loans that are tailored precisely to
their needs, and forging long-term relationships with developers –
from due diligence to drawdown and beyond. Since Atelier’s
launch in January 2020, it has provided more than £150m to
residential developers across the UK.

Atelier Capital Partners Co-founder Graham Emmett added:
“These are exciting times at Atelier. We recently sealed
partnerships with a trio of leading financial institutions, including
the international asset manager M&G Investments and the UKbased Paragon Bank, and have also securitised a tranche of our
loan assets – enabling us to deploy our capital more efficiently and
flexibly.

Former Head of Property Finance at Bank Leumi UK, Alasdair
Houghton has been appointed Head of Credit at Atelier. He will
work in tandem with Atelier’s Director of Origination Martin
Gilsenan to identify and fund a strong pipeline of residential
development opportunities.
During his 12 years at Leumi, Alasdair arranged development
finance for a large and loyal network of UK and international
investors, and earned a reputation for the speed and rigour with
which he assessed the viability of highly complex investment
proposals, across all property asset classes.
Alasdair Houghton, Head of Credit at Atelier Capital Partners,
commented: “I’ve watched Atelier with interest since it burst onto
the market almost 18 months ago, and am delighted to be joining
as it dials up its lending appetite further.
“Atelier combines the speed and agility of a start-up with the
thoroughness and institutional-grade lending capacity of a bank,
and we in the credit team pride ourselves on being nimble and
transparent. We’re keen to lend, and while we’re not afraid to say
no if a deal is not right for us, when we choose to lend it’s the start
of a lasting partnership, not a transaction.”
Alasdair will be supported in his role by Senior Investment

“Our credit team is central to the successful deployment of that
financial firepower. It’s a team with a diverse range of
backgrounds, from private banking to structured and short-term
property finance. All of them are experts in their field, and all are
committed to providing forward-thinking residential developers
with a personal service and personalised solutions.”
Atelier, which lends to professional residential developers and
SME property companies, has a particular focus on urban
regeneration, and the funding of schemes on brownfield sites that
deliver a positive, sustainable impact to their local community.
With Atelier’s loans typically ranging from £1m to £15m, its
finance is used primarily by smaller, agile developers to acquire
land as well as to fund construction and refurbishment.
Recent projects include the transformation of a derelict petrol
station in the centre of a Hertfordshire market town into six homes,
and the construction of eight sustainable townhouses – each of
which is 40% more energy efficient than current Building
Regulations require – on a brownfield site in Crystal Palace,
southeast London.

Construction sector business investment outperformed UK
last year despite 5.3% fall
Catax

Q 031

• Business investment in the sector also collapsed annually by
more than 45% in Q4 2020, according to latest ONS data
Business investment in the construction industry fell 5.3% last
year, beating the UK average by a considerable margin, analysis of
latest ONS data by business tax relief specialist Catax reveals1.
Business investment in the construction sector
declined £721m in 2020, dropping from £13.5bn
in 2019 to £12.8bn.

investment appears to have suffered greatly even as building has
continued at pace. Shifting priorities for businesses trying to
navigate a path through this crisis will be to blame but a renewed
investment focus is inevitable as life returns to normal. If
restrictions ease on schedule and the economy continues to battle
its way back, normal levels of business investment should be
regained by the end of the year.”

This was significantly better than UK industry
as a whole, which posted a 10.2% fall last year
compared with 20192.
The sector also recorded a big slump in the final
quarter of the year. Total business investment in
Q4 2020 only reached £2.9bn, which was 45.2%
(£2.4bn) down year on year.
UK GDP shrank considerably last year due to
the consequences of the Covid crisis, declining
9.8% compared with 20193 — the worst annual
performance on record.
Mark Tighe, CEO of business tax relief
consultancy Catax, comments:
“The construction sector went from looking like
one of the most threatened industries in the face
of the pandemic to a national example of what
can be achieved through hard work.
“Behind this resilience though, business

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Over 15 million empty chairs and desks create furniture furor: work from
home sparks landfill concerns
businesswaste.co.uk

Q 035

• If a quarter of businesses close office
space, around 15 million desks and chairs
will no longer be in use
• “Businesses should not forget their
obligation to dispose of waste responsibly”
• London tops the list as the nation’s
capital, but other cities face an enormous
surplus of furniture
A game of musical (empty) chairs, or a
landfill disaster? The move toward home
working could cause a landfill influx of
millions of chairs and desks as offices close
or downsize following Covid-19, warns
BusinessWaste.co.uk.
The business waste specialists are
warning of a mountain of unwanted office
furniture making its way to landfill as
companies embrace a new way of working
- and closing offices as a result.
A study undertaken by YouGov showed
that a quarter of UK businesses are
planning to close or downsize their office
space as a result of a shift toward home
working, with the BBC reporting that over
50 major employees have ‘no plans to
return full time’.
There were over 6 million private sector
businesses in the UK in 2020 (ONS) - the
vast majority (5.94m) of which were small
businesses, which have an average of 10
employees. If a quarter of businesses closed
their office space, this would mean around
15 million desks and chairs no longer in
use.
London, as the nation’s capital, has the
largest square footage of office stock at
140m sq ft - the next closest, Manchester
(20m sq ft), Birmingham (18m sq ft) and
Glasgow (13m q ft), are all less likely to
see huge influxes of office furniture being
turfed out. But even cities with a few

million office
workers are going to
feel the effects - both
economic, in city
centres, and
environmental, as
office supplies are
ripped out and
unceremoniously
thrown away.
Worryingly, if even
half of the 1.5
million businesses
looking to shift their working patterns
merely downsized, it would still create an
enormous excess of office furniture ready
to be sent to the tip - and charity shops
aren’t the answer.
A spokesperson for BusinessWaste.co.uk
said: “Charity shops are full to the brim
with stuff people have cleared out during
pandemic spring cleaning - and most don’t
have the capacity to store bulky items like
desks and chairs in large numbers. Plus,
even if they did, there’s no resale market other offices are closing down en masse, so
there’s nobody who wants to buy them.”
It’s certainly at risk of becoming a strain
on waste centres. Second hand office
retailers or reselling sites like eBay,
previously a great choice for cheap office
renovations or new businesses short of
cash, are overflowing with second-hand
furniture at ever-lower prices, and even
waste disposal centres don’t have the
capacity to cope with larger amounts of
office furniture at once.
Mark Hall added: “Nobody wants - or has
the space for - bulky corporate desks in
their home working spaces. At the
beginning of the first UK lockdown,
furniture retailers such as IKEA and Argos
were selling out of their more attractive

offerings as soon as they were restocked
These desks tend to be smaller, with more
chance of being able to match them to your
decor - not many people have ‘office chic’
as the theme of their dining room or spare
bedroom! As a result, office furniture is set
to be heading to landfill in frankly alarming
numbers.
“Some furniture types can be recycled
effectively - chipboard and metal, both of
which are key components of many office
desks, can be recycled effectively, but it
remains to be seen whether businesses take
the time to separate them into the
individual components and recycle them
appropriately. We certainly hope so.
“Some retailers, such as IKEA - who are a
popular choice, especially among smaller
businesses who love their cheap and
cheerful pieces, offer to buy back or
recycling schemes, so this is something we
hope will be used, too.
“But realistically, we are still about to
have millions and millions of desks and
chairs heading to landfill sites - a real
concern. Businesses should not forget their
obligation to dispose of waste responsibly,
even in unusual circumstances such as
this.”

Pioneering school puts sustainability first
Kebony

Q 037

Solar panels and Kebony wood complete
Nordic Swan Eco-label school
Situated in a rural forest in Norway, the new
Torvbråten primary school has become
Norway’s second school to achieve the highlyregarded Nordic Swan Eco-label, which is
awarded for best practice in environmental of
products and developments. Designed by Link Arkitektur, the
pioneering school where pupils can both learn in and learn from, was
developed to inspire curiosity for sustainable design and materials
from the start of a child’s development.
Global leader in the production of sustainably modified wood,
Kebony, was selected to clad the exterior of the building due to its
strong environmental credentials and striking aesthetic quality. The
school, which was designed as a passive house building, is also
equipped with 800 solar cells and energy wells (geothermal heating)
which supply the building with waterborne heat in all floors, while
97% of construction waste was sorted at source.
With a gross area of 6,700m², the school caters to 470 students and
46 permanent employees and consists of two wings and a multipurpose hall. Large-scale glass windows create a flow of daylight
inside and foster an important connection with the surrounding
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natural landscape forest, which provides a natural home for an array
of outdoor activities, including a mountain bike track and a light trail
for skiing and walking to benefit the pupils as well as the local
community.
The special building is now being used as a learning centre where
environmentally-sound practices form a key part of education and
learning.
Developed in Norway, Kebony’s revolutionary technology is an
environmentally friendly process which modifies sustainably sourced
softwoods by heating the wood with furfuryl alcohol - an
agricultural by-product. By polymerising the wood’s cell wall, the
softwoods permanently take on the attributes of tropical hardwood
including high durability, hardness, and dimensional stability.
Kebony’s uniquely natural aesthetic, durability and sustainable
credentials were perfectly suited to complete the ambitious school
project in Norway.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Dust extraction specialist launches trio of powerful vacuum cleaners
Q 038

Dustcontrol UK
Dustcontrol UK has officially launched its new, all-in-one range
of powerful three-phase turbo vacuum cleaners.
The latest addition to the DC Tromb family, the DC Tromb Turbo
offers optimum quality, containment and performance. One of the
major updates is the three-phase turbo motor that has been
designed specifically to target heavy-duty cleaning. The new range
has also been developed with a thermal protector that activates at
high temperatures, while a simpler filter change has also been
included for easier and quicker removal.
The DC Tromb Turbo is available with Direct Start or a
Frequence inverter (VFD), while those working in ATEX zone 22
can benefit from the EX model.
The DC Tromb Turbo with direct start is suitable for source
extraction from medium-sized power tools such as grinders,
jackhammers and saws, while the VFD model gives 50 per cent
more Hepa filter area than its predecessor. For instance, it can
remove dust during polishing of glass fibre, carbon fibre and epoxy
with a hand-held sander. New safety features such as overheating
protection is also added. Both models can be equipped with either a
steel container, plastic bag or a Longopac bag.

powerful vacuum cleaners can
handle an array of fine dust
and materials on construction
sites, created from cutting
concrete, sanding, grinding or
drilling floors or walls, as well
as dust from many other
industrial factory processes.”
The company, based in
Milton Keynes, has over 45
years’ worth of experience in
developing dust extraction
solutions and centralised
vacuum systems to fit client
requirements in the aerospace,
food and drink, construction,
engineering, and
manufacturing industries.
They are experts in capturing
dust at its source – both where
and when it’s created.

The EX version is certified to IP65 standard, ATEX Zone 22,
meaning it can operate in explosive environments. Like the other
two versions, the EX Tromb Turbo has a tall cyclone, large filters
and powerful motor package, allowing it to handle large amounts
of debris.

James concluded: “Ultimately, the new range ensures those
working in hazardous environments where dust is prevalent can
carry out their jobs as safely and efficiently as possible.”

James Miller, Managing Director of Dustcontrol UK: “We’re
delighted to launch our new and improved Turbo Tromb range. The
new models are not just more powerful, robust and effective than
previous Tromb cleaners, but also incredibly resourceful. The

Alternatively, for further information on Dustcontrol UK visit
www.dustcontroluk.co.uk.

For further information on Dustcontrol UK's products, please call
01327 858001, or email sales@dustcontrol.co.uk.

Seven tips for supporting employee wellbeing during the return to work
Compass Group

Q 040

Liz Forte, Health and Wellness Director at
Compass Group Business & Industry
How can businesses support their people
to have a healthy and productive return to
work? Much of the population is excited
about returning to normality, not least
employers. However, Mental Health UK
has warned about the prevalence of anxiety
as lockdown eases, reminding us that this is
a natural emotional response that anyone
can experience.
The statistics on employee wellbeing
during Covid-19 are a call to action for any
employer. Mental Health UK found that
62% of the population has felt anxious or
worried during this time, while almost 59%
of working women said they feel more
prone to extreme levels of stress compared
to a year ago (and 44% said their employer
had no plan in place to protect them from
burnout.)
Here are seven tips to support employee
wellbeing that will aid any employer
looking forward to welcoming back their
staff:
1. Embrace the hybrid office
Think of 2021 as an opportunity to
reimagine the office as a cultural and social
space. Hybrid working offers huge potential
to inspire colleagues to work together,
reconnect and spark creativity, allowing
employees to ease back into office life.
2. Promote regular breaks
Breaks have clear mental health benefits.
One report found that 82% of workers feel
coffee breaks at work help them to relieve

stress, while 67% feel more productive
after a coffee break.[1] Employees may not
have the confidence to ask for a break
when they need one, so be vocal in your
support for them.
3. Create comfortable and attractive
spaces
The hybrid office will have fewer desks
than it did a year ago. Put extra space to
use by gearing it toward wellbeing and
socialisation - according to a survey of
nearly 14,000 European workers,
commissioned by Eurest, having a
workplace restaurant is considered the third
most important workplace benefit. Think
about the physical design and layout of the
office and how this might be adapted with
creative, collaborative break-out spaces.
4. Understand anxieties
Anxieties around hygiene may still be
present, even if employees are vaccinated.
Clearly communicate your cleaning
protocols, and ensure you are up to speed
on the latest guidelines and innovations.
Having visible cleaning teams, rather than
them visiting the building out-of-hours, will
help employees feel at ease.
5. Consider how shared spaces are used
Simple processes such as planning a
meeting now require more thought, so
consider how spaces such as meeting rooms
will be used and set up protocols so that
everyone feels they can safely collaborate.
Think about the flow of people through
rooms, which are used the most, and which
business activities can be rerouted to
another space.

6. Offer nutritious and wholesome food
Behavioural psychology teaches us that
when healthier options are readily
available, we are more likely to build the
habit of eating a balanced diet. Having
fresh, wholesome food on offer at work as
a ‘nudge’ means people are far more likely
to make choices that benefit their health.
Don’t forget the value of tasty comfort food
when it comes to boosting mental
wellbeing, either! Offering more indulgent
dishes toward the end of the week means
employees can opt-in to treating
themselves.
7. Support your employees’ lifestyles
Providing benefits that help people relieve
stress and enjoy life outside of work will
improve their performance and wellbeing
when they are back at their desks. For
instance, you can use a service provider to
facilitate at-home meal deliveries or
enriching experiences like classes that offer
the chance to try a new hobby.
A final word of advice
An extra tip comes from the
organisational psychology department of
Birkbeck, University of London. It is useful
to think about our basic psychological
needs in terms of the three “ABCs” –
autonomy, belonging and competence:
• A: Autonomy refers to our freedom
• B: For belonging, the researchers state
it’s important to receive both emotional and
informational support
• C: Competence refers to that positive
feeling of being able to accomplish things.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Returning to the workplace

The return to workplace is about more than preparation
– it is about motivation
By Kas Mohammed, VP of Digital Energy at Schneider Electric

For over a year now, we have been working from home with
many office buildings sitting dormant. While companies have
felt pressure to downsize their real estate, the physical
workplace is likely going nowhere.

employees will need to be
motivated to return and be
confident it will be worth the
commute.

The most plausible future of work is a flexible hybrid model,
where employees can choose whether they work from home or
an office on given days. While this system may require less
dedicated workspace, it does demand a change in how current
building stock is utilised and how future offices are designed
and built.

For both phases, building
technology provides the key.
From access control and space
management, to understanding
employees needs and ultimately creating a happier, more
productive and connected workforce, building developers and
operators must understand the role of technology in the future
of work.

Quite rightly up to this point, real-estate and facility manager
conversations have focused on workplace safety. From room
design to ventilation, building developers and managers must
ensure their building is capable of meeting new requirements
and new expectations of their occupants.
While safety will remain key, the next phase of the future of
work goes beyond updating the building to make it a viable
option. It requires a fundamental shift toward making the
workplace as enticing, engaging and interactive as possible to
improve attendance and productivity. Post-pandemic,
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Phase 1: Creating a safe environment
Building controls integrated with other smart building
technology and applications are key to simplify, improve, and
automate safety, as well as risk management. These
technologies can play a central role in monitoring the
environment to ensure it is as safe and comfortable as
possible.

Returning to the workplace

Critically, building environmental sensors can monitor air
temperature and humidity, circulation of fresh outside air, as
well as water temperature and flow, to understand the risk
transmission in buildings. Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) sensors
connected to building management are fundamental to
ensuring those conditions are maintained throughout the
building.
People flow counters, area counters, and occupancy sensors
can be used to detect a different type of threat: occupancy
patterns that are in violation of site guidelines or policies.
Today, building operators need to know the number of people
on site at all times and maintain proper spacing between
occupants. These technologies can be used to ensure
occupants are adhering to social distancing requirements or
staying away from areas that haven’t been sanitised after use
or are at risk of having been contaminated with a virus or
bacteria.
Phase 2: Creating demand for a return to work
If building developers utilise and integrate smart building
technology, the public will soon realise going back to work is
safe. However, this will not detract from some of the perks
working from home brings. No commutes, more family and
leisure time, a greater sense of autonomy – these advantages
cannot be displaced by simple meeting safety concerns. To
motivate people back to the office, real estate professionals
need to fundamentally rethink the office environment and
experience.
This starts with individual control. At home, we are used to
technology making our lives easier and more comfortable. We
must begin to recognise that smart systems – connecting
Internet of Things enabled devices – are fundamental to
improving the working experience, both for workers and
employers.

getting people back to the office. Having true, live insight into
air quality, office capacity and being able to control your
personal environment cannot help but provide reassurance and
motivation.
We must go further than mitigating risk, if we want to create
a truly effective and productive workforce. Building developers
and managers must look to make the ultimate environment for
employees – whereas table tennis tables and Friday drinks
once passed for a good workplace, modern employees demand
flexibility and control in every aspect of their lives.
The future of work is built on connectivity
Today, many of our buildings suffer from one key issue – the
building data produced is siloed to the extent that actionable
insights are almost impossible to gleam. When room
occupancy, lighting, heating and ventilation data is captured, it
lives in separate data environments with no connecting thread
between them. For our workplaces to achieve their full
potential, all systems need to be connected across the building
infrastructure. By doing so employees can benefit from a
comfortable, controllable and safe environment, while buildings
managers can manage power quality and consumption,
understand building performance, and save energy and costs.
For such change to come into effect, there must be buy in
across the business spectrum, from company heads and realestate managers, to facility and office managers. A central
building management system functions as the ‘brain’ of the
facility – connecting all devices and assets to create a single
source of truth to be drawn from. This critical smart building
technology can no longer be an afterthought and must be
included as a fundamental element in every building.

In the future, building apps will create a more productive
environment. Much like in our domestic lives, workplace virtual
assistant applications could be used to check if meeting rooms
are free, order a drink from the ground floor cafeteria, change
temperature, call a lift or schedule to work from home. Such
apps would improve control and act as the motivating factor to
13
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Smart Homes: The heat is on (when you want it)
By Nico van der Merwe, VP of Home & Distribution at Schneider Electric

The concept of a 'smart home' is not new. Homeowners
have been customising and enhancing their houses with smart
technology for years. While traditionally this has focused on
voice control, consumers are now looking for the next frontier.
As the same time, the need to achieve net zero has
accelerated, with energy-efficient homes and lower heating
bills critical to meeting the ambitious 2050 goal. Sustainability
has hit the mainstream and now drives purchasing decisions.
These two trends are driving the next generation of smart
heating systems, with new functions and benefits.

Smart surrounds
We now expect personalisation as standard from the tools
and technologies we use. The next stage for heating is control
and scheduling in each room independently. From the point of
view of comfort, the ambient temperature for each room of
the house differs – the bedroom usually needs to be cooler
and the bathroom warmer. We control our lights switch-to-
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switch and we control our water tap-to-tap – why don’t we
control our heat room-to-room?
Traditional thermostats and radiator controls simply aren’t
efficient or measurable. A smart room thermostat and multiroom system measures and controls the temperature of each
room. This level of regulation has a huge impact on comfort,
convenience and energy bills. Smart heating systems now
enable users to personalise their home environment according
to their needs by allowing them to control the temperature
and schedule in their home completely independently.

Flame on (or off )
With the explosion of apps, it’s now possible to take control
of at-home appliances including heating, lighting and
entertainment systems via a smartphone. Not only does this
make life easier, for heating in particular it allows individuals
to take control of their energy on the go to reduce their longterm energy consumption. Heating has also joined the smart

HVAC

home assistant revolution, which makes control easier than
ever. You can now ask Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa to
set your heating at a certain temperature, increase/decrease
the temperature, and check what the current setting is.

Data: Getting to know you
The new era in heating solutions delivers complete insight
into usage patterns and preferences. Smart heating
management systems can now understand how you interact
with your heating, how the temperatures in each room change
throughout the day, how occupancy impacts levels, and your
optimal settings. In a data driven world, this insight is crucial
as it enables greater control and personalisation.

Pioneering smart heating systems now come as a single
solution, linking radiators and thermostats through IoT
technology. A phone app enhances convenience and control,
and analytics optimises cost and comfort. These solutions
allow users to monitor the temperatures of individual rooms
and change them remotely, wherever they are.
Homeowners are now used to the convenience and control
that plug-and-play smart solutions provide, so it’s no surprise
that they now strive for that same technology in the home.
Smart heating systems offer exactly that – they have no wires,
don’t require expert installers and are intuitive by design.
What’s more, they provide the insight and ability to reduce
energy consumption and improve sustainability – factors which
have become fundamental to home improvement projects.
Heating solutions that provide greater control and allow
smarter, more productive homes will
become the norm in the future. The
enhanced level of insight provided by
these technologies will not only save
money and boost our comfort at home,
they will also be critical in reducing
household emissions.
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Seismic savings in blast protection
Seismic activity may be rare in the UK, but many buildings
and critical infrastructure need to be protected from blasts.
The cost of specialised equipment capable of withstanding the
forces and violent movement caused by seismic and blast
activity can be extortionate. However, there is an alternative,
more efficient way of providing this blast protection than the
traditionally expensive ‘ruggedisation’ method. Here, Adam Fox,
director of vibration control specialist Mason UK, explains how
you can provide effective blast protection in projects, including
where vibration isolation is also required.
Say ‘seismic activity’ in the UK and you might just think of a
few damaged chimney pots. Yet while genuine seismic activity
might be rare, the engineering expertise that is used to protect
buildings from seismic activity still has relevant applications.
Bomb blasts or terrorist activity can subject buildings and
critical infrastructure to what is euphemistically referred to as
‘accidental loads.’
Faced with these accidental loads, buildings need to remain
viable. They must remain stable enough for people to evacuate
and firefighters to enter if needed. You also want to avoid the
ventilation or water supply being taken out by the blast.
Consequences like these could be disastrous, especially in
military installations or for critical infrastructure like power

stations.
Engineers therefore design buildings with these criteria in
mind. The basic engineering principles were set out in the
International Building Code that was designed with the help of
our big brother across the pond, Mason Industries, in the
1970s.
In many conventional buildings the volume of steel and
concrete provides sufficient blast protection, but in situations
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where you need to introduce a structural break for vibration
isolation reasons, you require a different level of engineering
expertise.
For example, let’s say you have a building that is mounted on
a series of columns and is near a trainline. You might place
one of our bearings on top of the column, to protect the
building from the vibration caused by the train. Suddenly, you
have a soft connection between the column and the structure
it is supporting. So how do you make sure the column is fit to
withstand the accidental loads referred to before?

problem. However, the problem is not that we lack a viable
engineering solution in these situations. The problem is, so
many developers, architects and engineers are simply not
aware that this kind of engineering solution is available and
therefore fork out extortionate sums on ruggedization and extra
testing.
Mason UK is a vibration isolation specialist with extensive
expertise in seismic engineering. To discover how their
products and engineering can assist your projects, visit masonuk.co.uk, email info@masonuk.co.uk or call (01252) 716610.

In these situations, where vibration isolation meets blast
protection requirements, there are two solutions. The more
simple, traditional approach is to apply heavy restraints which
can be seriously expensive and if poorly designed can easily
negate the benefit of the vibration control measures It is more
efficient for cost and performance to design a connection that
respects both.
Ensuring building services remain operational can keep a
building running. Expensive ‘ruggedised’ plant equipment can
cope with forces but the smarter, far cheaper engineering
solution would involve combing anti-vibration mounts with
inbuilt restraints. The former provides general vibration
isolation but will also reduce any forces from a blast or
accidental load down to levels that standard, off the shelf
equipment can withstand. You can view this equipment in
action on our YouTube channel, where we show spring mounts
with seismic restraints cushioning a pump and motor. It may
look violent but the goal is to reduce forces down to less
than the equipment would see when being shipped to site.
We have worked on many projects for the military and
government, as well as for buildings whose function just
cannot be interrupted for repairs. We worked to provide a
holistic engineering solution, ensuring the entire system was
designed to withstand accidental loads and protect critical
infrastructure.
If you need to introduce structural breaks for vibration
isolation, or need to meet blast protection criteria, you face a
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Sustainable wildlife centre opens in
26-mile long Essex country park

A brand-new wildlife discovery centre has opened in Essex’s
River Lee Country Park – using fully recyclable materials that
will reduce the building’s impact on landfill waste.
The £700,000 development has replaced the former Bittern
Information Point, which, after 30 years, had run the course of
its lifespan. The new centre offers far-reaching, 360-degree
views of the surrounding area from the five-metre viewing
tower, allowing bird watchers and nature lovers to take a
closer look at the wildlife in the park, which is situated in the
26-mile-long Lee Valley Regional Park – stretching from the
Thames to Hertfordshire.
Property, construction and infrastructure consultancy Perfect
Circle – a company jointly owned by Pick Everard, Gleeds and
AECOM – was appointed by Lee Valley Regional Park Authority
through SCAPE, the leading public sector procurement
authority, to provide project management, structural
engineering, principal design, civil engineering and upfront QS
costings to the project. The works were accelerated by SCAPE
Consultancy, a direct award framework that drives
collaboration, efficiency, time and cost savings.
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has been dedicated to transforming the area into a world-class
destination.
“The centre – located on a remote site between two rivers –
comes complete with a CCTV system and live nest boxes,
which will provide undisturbed, close-up access to the area’s
wildlife for visitors of all ages. The coronavirus pandemic has
shown us how much people value open spaces and the ability
to get close to nature, so we are expecting it to become one
of the most popular areas to visit for both the local community
and tourists.”
As well as providing an area for the community and tourists
to appreciate the wildlife and the Eurasian bittern bird – a
Biodiversity Action Plan species – there is a fully accessible
information point and a two-tier viewing area at ground level,
with a separate wildlife information room. The centre is also
equipped with ramps and lifts to make it accessible to all.
Fully sustainable materials were used to construct the centre
– reducing its impact on landfill waste once the building
reaches the end of its design life in half a century.

Victoria Brambini, managing director of Perfect Circle, said:
“We are delighted to have worked alongside Lee Valley
Regional Park Authority, architects Andris Berzins & Associates,
and contractor Carmelcrest Construction for this project, which
has breathed new life into River Lee Country Park.

Hannah Hamilton, regional partner for the south east at
Perfect Circle, said: “The overriding ambition for the scheme
was to refrain from using any concrete so the materials can be
recycled when the building reaches the end of its life and to
be conscious and protective of local wildlife habitats.

“Wartime bombing, changes in industry and post-war
reconstruction meant that more than 50 years ago, the area
surrounding the River Lee was derelict and neglected. But over
the past five decades, the Lee Valley Regional Park Authority

“All materials can be dismantled, reused and recycled; the
helical piles can be unscrewed and reused, all timber elements
can be chipped and used for biofuel, gabion retaining walls
can be reused, and the foundations can be recycled because
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they aren’t composed of concrete.
“The innovative facility demanded sustainable materials for
sub-structure and super-structure elements to overcome difficult
site constraints – the area is located on a remote site between
two rivers with limited access – and Covid-19 restrictions.
“The structural design, led by Pick Everard associate Jayesh
Patel, incorporated off-site construction techniques – including
Keller helical piles, pre-fabricated glulam beams, and spliced
steel framing – to reduce manual handling risks, construction
waste and improve site logistics.

innovation and a keen eye on high quality, sustainable
delivery.”
The SCAPE Consultancy framework offers direct access to the
most extensive property, construction and infrastructure
consultancy services available to the public sector. The
procurement route brings together the strongest collaborative
team with value for money, while contributing substantially to
local social value.
For more information on Perfect Circle, please
visit www.perfectcircle.co.uk.

“The construction programme also had to
take into account bird migration patterns and
nesting, with construction activities being
monitored for noise to minimise disruption to
the local wildlife, such as bird migration and
nests.”
Mark Robinson, group chief executive at
SCAPE, said: “It’s clearer than ever that
communities need green open spaces with
facilities that enhance their quality of life. It
is wonderful to see these collaborative teams
are so enthusiastically embracing sustainable
design and construction principles to
encourage development that supports the
biodiversity and wildlife within the local area.
With these principles at heart, Perfect Circle
and Lee Valley Regional Park Authority have
delivered a community asset that sets a
positive example.
“In addition, this project demonstrates the
benefits of using a direct award framework to
access the very best technical expertise to
solve these kinds of complex challenges with
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Truvox: Cleaning

Theatre Royal Plymouth
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Truvox: Cleaning

Truvox International’s Multiwash takes centre stage in
Theatre Royal Plymouth reopening
Restoring customer confidence with visible cleaning
To ensure the confidence of paying customers, hygiene
assistants are present 30 minutes before doors open, ensuring
every surface is thoroughly cleaned and wiped before the
public arrive. Customers enter the lobby and Covid-procedures
are in place, including QR-code, temperature checks, masks,
sanitising stations, and social distancing. The hygiene team
observe throughout and clean and wipe hot-spots as required.
As soon as the customers are in the auditorium, the hygiene
team carry out a full clean, including washrooms and toilets.
When the performance is over and customers are leaving, the
hygiene team follows them through to ensure all touch-points
are thoroughly cleaned. Finally, everywhere, including the
auditorium is cleaned again.
On 27th May 2021, the Theatre Royal Plymouth reopened
after nearly 20 weeks of enforced closure due to Lockdown
3.0. As they prepared to reopen, the theatre’s level of
cleanliness and hygiene was the highest priority, alongside
ensuring the confidence of cast, crew, staff and visitors.

“One of the lasting effects of the pandemic is that the
general public is now much more aware of safety, cleanliness
and hygiene,” says Chris Porter. “Cleaning used to be
something we did before or after the public were in the
building, but now people expect to see cleaning taking place,
and you could say it has taken centre stage.

Chris Porter, Business Support Officer at the Theatre Royal
Plymouth looks at the crucial role taken by Truvox
International’s Multiwash floor cleaning machine in preparing
for reopening and maintaining cleaning and hygiene standards.
“Our biggest challenge was to ensure that we had enough
hygiene assistants for when visiting companies and patrons
arrived at the theatre,” says Chris. “As well as this, we
reviewed what equipment we already had, and what needed to
be purchased in order to meet and exceed expectations. After
researching an array of floor cleaning equipment, a discussion
with our local cleaning supplier representative led to a
recommendation and demonstration of Truvox machines. So
impressed were we, it was an easy decision to order four in
total.
“As we were still ‘dark’ (i.e. no shows), the first priority was
to deep clean the two main auditoriums, the Lyric and the
Drum which was no easy task. Not only was each of the 1,300
and 200 seats (lyric and drum respectively) cleaned, but the
frames, chrome and walls. Stairs and carpets also required
deep cleaning.
“The timing on when we opened for shows led to the
decision to split the hygiene team into Rear and Front of
House bubbles. The Rear of House hygiene team’s
responsibility was to ensure all areas supporting the visiting
companies including dressing rooms, toilets and offices from
the moment of arrival to leaving before the next company
arrive, are cleaned to the highest spec. It is vital performers
and crew know they are in a clean, Covid-safe environment,
with all critical touch-points thoroughly cleaned. We used the
Multiwash system from Truvox International to ensure
cleanliness, knowing that when the company arrived, we would
need to take a step back to give them space to maintain their
own bubble.
“The front of house team looked after visitors in the foyer,
lobby, stairwells and auditoriums where a combination of glass,
chrome, corridors, toilets and recently laid new carpet were
part of the regular cleaning schedule.
“The foyer has a hard stone floor and when the contractors
left after some building work, as well as laying new carpet, we
had to remove a thicker than usual layer of dust before using
the Truvox International Multiwash system to guarantee
cleanliness,” says Chris.

“Due to social distancing we had the opportunity to trial the
bubble format when we opened the Robinson Crusoe
pantomime at Christmas, as well as hosting the Gingerbread
Man in the Drum. The feedback from customers was so
supportive and informative and they certainly appreciated the
visibility and frequency of cleaning routines. The customer
perception of cleanliness is imperative and our highly visible
hygiene assistants add to customer confidence.”
Specifying the right equipment
“Understanding the wide and varied challenges of reopening
safely, we reviewed our cleaning and hygiene requirements and
realised that our old methods and outdated equipment simply
weren’t good enough,” concludes Chris. “We needed
equipment which was practical, efficient and reliable.
“Choosing the flexible multipurpose Multiwash system from
Truvox ticked every box. From hard floors to washrooms and
carpets, staff found it easy to use with little training. It is
manageably lightweight while delivering heavyweight results.
We’ve used the system to clean the auditorium, so rather than
having a professional contract cleaning company which would
take days, we can do it ourselves.
“We’ve also deployed the Multiwash system at our production
and learning sister site, the TR2, where we face different
cleaning challenges as it is used for workshops, rehearsals,
set-building and the wardrobe department. The easy-to-use and
exceptionally efficient Multiwash system from Truvox
International has provided the perfect solution to ensure
cleanliness and hygiene across our premises.”
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Filtered Water Systems

In-house filtration eliminates the waste associated with
bought-in bottled water
Paul Proctor, Managing Director of EcoPure Waters, urges
facilities managers to look at in-house filtration systems to
save money, protect the environment and provide a unique
branding opportunity.
The US and UK produce more plastic waste per person than
any other major countries. One of the solutions to this problem
is eliminating unnecessary plastics in packaging. Since the turn
of the century consumption of bottled water has doubled and
with over 84% of bottled water supplied in PET bottles, this is
clearly an area that the catering and foodservice industry can
target for waste reduction.
Public awareness of unnecessary plastic packaging is as
strong as ever, so many customers will welcome their drinking
water being supplied in a much more sustainable way than
bought in water in plastic bottles.
In-house water filtration systems are increasingly being used
by facilities managers because they offer a great alternative to
bought-in bottled water, helping businesses throughout the
world to reduce waste, improve their CSR credentials and save
money.
By installing such a system, organisations no longer need to
buy in bottled water, so avoiding the environmental concerns
over the manufacture, transportation, storage and disposal of
these bought-in bottles, which are often single-use plastic.
In-house filtration is ideal because operators only have to fill
bottles as they need them, eliminating the need for storing

and refrigerating large stocks of bought-in bottles.
The systems are very straightforward to use and filling bottles
from the font is quick and easy. The swing-stopper or screwcap bottles are simple to close and, when the event is over,
bottles can be quickly loaded into their racks for dishwashing
and subsequent storage.
An in-house water filtration system provides a limitless supply
of chilled still and sparkling drinking water which can be
served in reusable glass bottles. The bottles themselves are
elegant, champagne-strength and machine washable.
In-house filtration contributes significantly to the bottom-line.
Standalone systems are now available costing just 3.70 per
day. So, if you spend more than this on bought-in bottled
water - around 5-6 litres daily - then you’ll be saving money
from the outset. A higher volume built-in system can be
designed and fully installed, with free bottles, dishwasher trays
and carry-crates, for less than £4.50 a day (including regular
servicing and full parts replacement cover). On-site system and
hygiene training is provided as standard, as well as start-up
cleaning products, to ensure the most stringent EHO
requirements are met.
The bottles themselves also offer an outstanding branding
opportunity as they can be personalised through a high quality,
permanent printing process, allowing them to carry any logo or
design. This gives a perfect opportunity to convey a marketing
or CSR message, helping to support and strengthen your
brand. Many leading businesses are finding that instead of
costing more to take the ‘sustainable’ option, it’s actually
costing them less.
EcoPure Waters: Telephone: 01844 290 088 Website:
www.ecopurewaters.com
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